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Q: In the light of her extraordinary, creative, budgetary proposal a recent poll put Susan ahead of George in the
race of Governor and found her to be the best candidate of the two?
Ans: the better.

Q: I don’t know________ I am ready to take the test now and  _______  I will be ready in future?
Ans: Whether, if.

Q: Best way to present the statement.
The payment was collected by hard working statement
Ans: The hard working salesman collected the payment.

Q: The train is expected to arrive between 11 PM to 12 PM.
Ans: 11 PM and 12 PM

Q: Mr. Mehta, biologist spent 3 seasons in the US and returned with a clear perception of that ________
uninhabitable place.

a) Arid
b) Deserted
c) Rare
d) Nomadic

Ans: Arid

Q: A loud, hard and piercing sound.
a) Screech
b) Scream
c) Noise
d) Howl

Ans: Screech

Q: If she will be promoted/ she will get/ a higher salary?
Ans: If she is promoted.

Q: One who is extremely fond of his wife?
Ans: Uxorious

Q: Jessica wrote the “American way of Death” bestseller but that led eventually to the official investigation of
funeral industry.
Ans: Eventually led

Q: Roma told his wife he wouldn’t mind standing and eat the dinner.
Ans: Standing and eating

Q: Find the error:



Sabotage came out of the french word Saboter which means “to cluster with wooden shoes”
Ans: No error

Q: How much India needs to invest to achieve the goal of a 5 trillion economy up to 2024-25?

Q: Which Indian novel is the longest published in a single volume in the English language?
Ans: A suitable Boy

Q: Mega-merger of banks was implemented from which date?
Ans: 1st April 2020

Q: Bowman’s capsule, also known as Bowman Capsule found in which human organ?
Ans: Kidney

Q: William Shakespeare was associated with which theatre in London?
Ans: Global Theatre

Q: Who was the mascot of India youth games 2020?
Ans: Jaya and Vijay

Q: Which mountain range is located between the Caspian Sea and the Black Sea?
Ans: Caucasus

Q: Who has acquired a 100% stake in Bangalore-based Graphene Semiconductor Services Limited for Rs 930
million?
Ans: L&T Technology Services(LTTS)

Q: The Paithan Hydro-Electric Project is on the River ________?
Ans: Godavari

Q: In a 100m race, A beats B by 10m and B beats C by 5m. By what distance A beats C?
Ans: 14.5 m

Q: Arrange in ascending order : -4/5 , -5/12, -7/18, -2/3.
Ans: -4/5, -2/3, -5/12, -7/18.

Q: A person invested the amount of INR 5000 for 2 years. If the difference between the Compound Interest and
Simple Interest for 2 years is INR 32. What is the rate of interest?
Ans: 8

Q: Pipe A fills the tank in 5 hours while pile B fills the tank in 20 hours. In how much time will they fill the tank
together?
Ans: 4 Hours

Q: L and M complete the work together in 72 days. While M and N complete the same work together in 120 days
and L and N complete the work in 90 days. In how many days L complete the work alone.
Ans 120 days



Q: Which of the following is true
Statement 1 : 6*2 -5x=4 roots(-½, 4/3)
Statement 2: Nature of roots 9*@+6x+1=real and rational
Statement 3: 1 root of 4*2-3x+k=0 is three times the other than k=27/256
Ans: All Correct

Q: A 100 m long train crosses 200m long and 20m wide bridge in 20 seconds. What is the speed of the train?
Ans: 54km/hr

Q: Two sisters Neha and Monika go to school in 40 and 30 minutes. One day. Neha starts 5 mins earlier than
Monika, in how many minutes would Monika overtake Neha?
Ans: 15

Q: Find the missing term in the given series:
8 13 10 15 12
Ans: 14

Q: Find the missing term in the series
CDFG IJLM OPRS ____ ABDE
Ans: UVXY

Q: In a certain code, “FLOWER” is coded as ‘325716’ and “WRITE” is coded as ‘76481’. How will “LITTER” be
coded in the same language?
Ans: 248816

Q: Find the wrong term in the given series
72 70 67 65 58 52 45
Ans: 65

Q: Find the missing term in the given series
30 56 90 __ 182 240
Ans: 132

Q: A says to B, I am the mother of your grandfather’s son. How is A related to B?
Ans: Grandmother

Q: In a certain code, “roses are red” is coded as “ko li na” and “roses are beautiful” is coded as “ho li na”. How will
red be coded in the same code language?
Ans: ko

Q: Find the odd one out
KMOQ SUWX ACEG IKMO
Ans: SUWX


